In seismic risk mitigation policies, fragility functions of existing buildings play a fundamental role. In this paper, a procedure to develop analytical fragility curves for Moment Resisting Frame Reinforced Concrete buildings is presented. The design of the selected building typologies was performed according to the codes at the time of construction using force-based methods and the state of the practice at the time of construction. A total of 216 building classes were defined, considering different ages, number of storeys, infill panels, plan dimensions, beam stiffness, and concrete strength. The investigated buildings can be considered low-engineered buildings, using no seismic codes or old seismic codes. The seismic capacity of the selected models representing the existing RC buildings has been evaluated through non-linear dynamic simulations. Seismic response has been analyzed, considering various peak and integral intensity measures and various response parameters, such as ductility demands and Interstorey Drift Ratio (IDR). A new relationship among structural performance, damage levels and interstorey drift ratios for each studied type is introduced, which is calibrated using the damage levels described in EMS98. It is important to highlight that in this study, different thresholds of IDR have been associated with different typologies, considering their different ductility member levels after their different structural responses. Fragility Curves (FCs) for the studied structural types are set up, developed and discussed.
Introduction
shown that structural performance of Reinforced Concrete (RC) buildings (in particular Moment Resistant Frame, MRF) always play crucial roles in terms of earthquake losses and urban resilience. Mainly due to the high vulnerability of the building stock, the resilience of the communities has been generally non-existent [1] . Framed RC structures are commonly found in many countries. They represent approximately 75% of the building stock in Turkey, approximately 60% in Colombia, and over 30% in Greece [2] . Moreover, in several past studies [3] - [6] , the significant presence of RC MRF buildings in the Italian building stock has been noted. Consequently, in Italy and other Mediterranean earthquake-prone countries, the seismic performance of the building stock needs to be investigated.
Much works have already been done regarding understanding seismic risk and its mitigation [3] - [9] , to allow simple and optimised rules for practical planning (support to decision maker) and design to be defined. Simple, fast, available, and economic retrofitting strategies should be defined and integrated in mitigation policies for non-seismic buildings. In this way, it is also possible to increase the resilience of cities in a short time after earthquakes (for example, as reported in the following). Tools specifically defined for emergency management and seismic risk mitigation policies must be defined. Examples of these tools are the Vulnerability Index and Fragility Curves (FCs) for building typologies, based on numerical analyses, to study the vulnerability and possible retrofitting.
Generally, these methods should be applied using a significant amount of data related to their characterisation, which can be obtained by historic failures, expert evaluation [10] , and field survey or investigation [11] - [13] . It is the opinion of the author that the derivation of FCs from post-earthquake or expertise data cannot be sufficient for the realisation of a reliable risk assessment tool. In fact, even a validation for a similar area with surveyed damage may not be sufficient to extend the obtained results. Thus, on the basis of this comparison, the provided results might be grossly misleading. On the other hand, the comparison with past events may not be useful to the forecast for the future. On the contrary, this approach must be supplemented by numerical analyses.
Generally, a newly proposed method should be capable, on the one hand, to ensure sufficient reliability, and the preparation of seismic scenarios should not be too costly; on the other hand, the newly proposed method should ensure a realistic prevision of the structural performance of the studied buildings to define accurate, large-scale retrofitting policies.
Due to the importance of the topic, a considerable number of studies were funded, developed and published in the last years in order to define FCs (e.g., [14] - [27] ).
Nevertheless, the complexity of the problem requires further enhancements in order to define effective tools for prevention and mitigation of the seismic risk (for example, in [28] and [29] ). These studies are based on different analysis methods and procedures. They are generally refereed to several typologies of RC structures built in a single country. These studies have been generally carried out on the basis of push-over analysis. This method is generally less accurate than Non Linear Dynamic Analyses (NDLAs). The results should be validated through more realistic NDLAs.
In the present work, a significant number of building types are selected and characterised and are analysed through accurate NDLAs. Moreover, the structural response of the buildings is expected to be characterised for significant uncertainties. As widely reported in previous studies ( [30] [31]), the variability (randomness) of the seismic action plays a fundamental role in the variability of the structural response. Significant efforts have been devoted to considering these fundamental topics ( [7] [9] [30] ).
In order to evaluate the seismic vulnerability of MRF RC structures, a specific performance-based assessment framework is needed. An interesting approach is presented by the PEER Center [15] . This approach was developed based on data from USA buildings and hazards, so it cannot be applied to other seismic regions or other parts of the world where building design practices are generally significantly different. This is particularly the case for Mediterranean RC buildings and their seismic performance assessments with regard particularly to hazard analysis, response and damage analyses, and loss analysis. It is clear that the proposed performance assessment procedure in this study could be used to improve the seismic risk analysis in Mediterranean areas.
Generally, a good procedure to define the expected damage is a mechanics-based approach. On the basis of deformation demands, the result of the procedure should be physical damage to the structure. Damage levels could also be defined based on repair costs. In any case, generally these methods should be applicable only when using a significant amount of data related to their characterisation, which can be obtained by historic failures, expert evaluation [10] and field survey or investigation [11] - [13] . The derivation of FCs from post-earthquake or expertise data (e.g., empirical data) cannot be sufficient for the realisation of a reliable risk assessment tool. On the contrary, this approach must be supplemented by numerical analyses. The main reason for using accurate, analytical methods in the derivation of FCs is the lack of post-earthquake damage data.
Concerning RC MRF structures, in ASCE 41-06 [32] , a quantitative procedure for performance levels is provided, defining some deterministic interstorey drift ratio limits for different performance levels. Although these approximate limits can seem fairly reasonable, it is clear that for each building type and each territorial application, the specific limits should be defined.
Thus, the fundamental step of the present work, in order to achieve the proposed objective, is the correct definition of the relationship between damage level and damage status defined through accurate non-linear analyses. This objective has a fundamental role in the assessment of the seismic capacity of existing construction, in post-earthquake emergency management and in experimental activity (numerical or in the laboratory). From qualitative damage level definitions (for example, EMS98 [33] ), a quantitative limit state should be derived by considering the performance response of the structures. Each damage level should be quantitatively established through limit values of local demand parameters on structural members. Then, the correlation between local and global failure can be established. The proposed method uses global performance indicators to determine whether the results of numerical analysis can be considered as conforming to a specified damage level.
The present work would be an additional contribution along the complex path to seismic risk reduction through the improvement of the seismic vulnerability assessment of RC MRF buildings.
General Overview of the Methodology
The results reported and discussed in this work are the consequent evolution of previous work [9] [30] . Nevertheless, for a better understanding, some parts of the seismic performance assessment method are briefly reported in this paper, while the flowchart of the methodology is shown in Figure 1 .
First, a wide and complex investigation was developed in order to understand the peculiarity of the seismic performance of existing MRF RC structures. MRF RC structures were widely characterised. In the current study, a procedure for the performance assessment of typical dwelling buildings was established. Buildings designed and constructed before and after 1971 were studied in order to define building typologies that are considered representative of those "as built" in Italy and in Mediterranean countries, with building stock very similar to the Italian one.
Two main types of only gravity-load designed MRF RC structures were considered: the first type can be considered low engineered buildings and the second one can be considered to be designed with old codes in Southern Europe. These characterisations can be considered consistent with those reported in Kappos and Panagopoulos [24] . In particular, old code types can be considered consistent with low code and Moderate code in Kappos and Panagopoulos [24] .
To this aim, different design codes in force in 1939-1981 were considered. In fact, after this year, the building can be considered as seismically designed with a more modern code. Moreover, the 1984 Italian code strongly 
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Emergency management updated the Italian code; in the updated code, significant new seismic design prescriptions were provided. Much care has been devoted to defining material properties, accurate knowledge of structural elements characteristics (location and details of reinforcement) and deterioration conditions [9] [34] .
As for the low engineered structures, low strength concrete and smooth steel bars were typically used, while after 1971, higher strength concrete and deformed steel have been increasingly used. The first types are called Pre-Code RC buildings, and they can be considered low-engineered buildings. The second ones (1972) (1973) (1974) (1975) (1976) (1977) (1978) (1979) (1980) (1981) (1982) (1983) (1984) are called Old-Code RC buildings.
These existing RC buildings generally showed a non-ductile behaviour (for example, Masi and Vona [35] , Ditomasso et al. [36] ). Moreover, it seems interesting to highlight that often the structural performance of buildings designed both with old seismic code and without anti-seismic criteria do not seem different, as already shown in previous work [36] [37] . This similarity can be ascribed to the use of old seismic design codes. On the other hand, it is worth noting that the seismic damage is not much different (as shown by surveyed damage [36] ). At this point, it is to be noted that when considering the entire Italian residential building stock (ISTAT, [38] ), the investigated types are a significant part, representing approximately 16% of the total number of residential buildings and more than 63% of RC residential buildings.
RC types are characterised by frames only in one direction (longitudinal, longer building direction), as they are typically designed for gravity load (as well as weakness, seismically designed buildings or designed with old seismic code). In the transversal direction, only exterior frames and internal frames guaranteed by the contribution of the floor slabs (No Beam, NB) have been considered. Due to this characteristic, the transversal direction can be considered the weak direction. As the typical characteristics of the Italian and European residential buildings, the presence of masonry infill walls has been considered between the columns of the two exterior frames. Different degrees of stiffness have been considered for exterior transversal frames due to beams (Flexible Beam, FB, within the floor slab thickness, and Rigid Beam, RB, emergent beams). Regarding plan dimension, two different cases were considered: small and large plan area. Finally, in order to investigate how the number of storeys in a building affects its behaviour, three cases were analysed: low, mid and high-rise types (respectively, 2, 4 and 8 storeys). Figure 2 shows all the structural types considered in the paper.
On the basis of different structural details (Pre-Code or Old-Code) and materials, degrading parameters have been defined. The material properties and adopted values of the degrading parameters are documented both in Masi and Vona [9] and Borzi et al. [7] . Finally, a total of 216 building classes have been considered. Seismic performance assessment has been investigated through NLDAs. Certainly, this is the most accurate method to investigate the structural performance of RC MRF buildings, particularly existing buildings designed with old seismic code or without anti-seismic criteria. In fact, NLDA is able to take into account the real characteristics of the seismic input and the evolution of the structural response (cyclic degrading behaviour and dissipation capacities). A three-parameter hysteretic model [39] [40] has been used. The values of these parameters have been defined on the basis of the various experimental work (see Masi and Vona [9] ).
Several studies (e.g., [14] [16] [41] [42]) in recent years have highlighted the crucial role of seismic input for a correct evaluation of structure response. Thus, accelerograms were selected using the procedure defined in Figure 2 . Number of the storey (on the left) and infill distributions (on the right) of the building types considered in the study.
Masi et al. [30] . In this way, it is the opinion of the author that accelerograms of real earthquakes are the best choice for vulnerability studies on existing RC buildings. The recorded accelerograms contained in the ESMDatabase [43] have been chosen. For the selection, the following peak and integral has been considered. The H I values of the 50 accelerograms encompass the range of 0.09 -2.34 m, while the PGA values in the 0.05 -0.50 s range have been considered. Further details regarding all 50 selected accelerograms are reported in Masi and Vona [9] . The earthquake motions have been applied in both main directions in plan.
As reported in previous studies ( [9] [30]), the Housner Intensity H I can be considered a good seismic intensity measure. Different intensity types are more or less appropriate in different situations. Results reported in previous studies ( [9] [30]), show that the Housner Intensity H I can be used in this study as the best seismic intensity measure. Nevertheless, in the next works, FCs could be defined using PGA or other seismic intensity parameters (PGV, Arias Intensity, etc.). Moreover, as was already demonstrated in Masi et al. [9] , the integral measurements of seismic intensity are often more effective than peak or spectral parameters to represent the damage potential of ground motion. It needs to be highlighted that elastic spectral ordinates (corresponding to the fundamental period of the building) are not able to take into account progressive structural stiffness degradation, change of modal characteristics and period elongation of the structure (as those considered in this studies) for increasing values of external action. More discussion is reported in Masi et al. [9] , as motivation for the use of the Housner Intensity (an integral ground motion parameter) for the development of FCs as opposed to the use of other parameters such as peak ground acceleration or peak ground velocity that cannot be easily linked to the EMS intensity scale. In fact, in Chiauzzi et al. [5] , a reference to H I is made, considering that a relationship to convert H I into EMS98 [33] intensity has been defined. This relationship is useful in large scale loss scenarios (e.g., Puglia et al. [8] ), such as those prepared using classical tools (for example, based on Damage Probability Matrices [3] ). Nonetheless, in the future elaboration, FCs could be defined considering each of the seismic parameters in the previous reported section.
Results
A previous work [9] widely investigated seismic response. High coefficients of correlation between drift and ductility in structural elements were found. Consequently, the results were discussed considering drift values only.
As in previous work, the performance levels have been analysed considering the Interstorey Drift Ratio (IDR, drift h where h is interstorey height) as the only response parameter. IDR can be easily correlated with structural and non-structural damage, and it is also consistent with the effects of the observed strong earthquakes [21] [25]- [27] [41] . Then, the results of NLDAs have been investigated in order to define a new relationship among Seismic Performance (SP), Damage Levels (DL) and Interstorey Drift (IDR).
Moreover, according to the NDLAs results, different damage levels have been defined at different IDR for each type. These differences can be due to different ages (e.g., old or no seismic standard design), number of storeys, infill panel distribution, material properties, and reinforcement details, among others.
The results of NLDAs have been reported and discussed, investigating the relationship between Seismic Performance (SP), Damage Levels (DL) and Interstorey Drift (IDR) for each of the studied types (Figure 3) .
In the present work, a new key to evaluate the performance levels of the analysed structures is considered in order to develop a new set of FCs. In this way, it is now well established that the IDR is considered a good indicator of damage for RC buildings. Moreover, it is well correlated with structural and non-structural damage [16] [44]. This is also consistent with the effects of the observed strong earthquakes [21] [25]- [27] [41] .
When overcoming and integrating these simple approaches, it is important to note that for each type of building, different levels of damage can be obtained at different levels of drift. These differences can be due to, for example, different ages (e.g., old or no seismic standard design), number of storeys, infill panel distribution, material property, and reinforcement details.
Concerning the adopted parameters used to classify types and build FCs, the results reported in a previous study [9] show that some parameters are less important in performance levels when compared to others. Thus, the results of the investigated types have been discussed, considering the age, building height, and infill distribution (BF, IF, PF); 18 types have been considered. In the following, NDLA results are reported and summarised to achieve a useful interpretation to define the Damage Levels-Interstorey Drift Ratio relationship. Collapse under each ground motion is defined directly from NDLAs in terms of excessive lateral displacement (instability) or is evaluated through section yield levels.
• Elaborations of the results have been carried out in order to investigate:
• Differences between types in terms of maximum IDR versus seismic intensity (SI).
• Localisation of Ductility Ratio in structural members (beams and columns).
The box and whisker plots, also called box plots, reported in Figure 4 and Figure 5 represent the statistical parameters inferred for maximum drift/h max IDR for each considered type at different seismic intensities. Each box plot encloses 50% of the data with the median value displayed as a thin line (within the box), and the top and the bottom of the box mark the limits of 25% and 75% of the population, respectively. The whiskers represent the maximum and minimum values of the population. These plots are a convenient way to graphically depict groups of numerical datasets. Moreover, in box plots, observations considered outliers due to numerical collapse have also been identified. These values have been deleted in the reported figures. Thus, for higher values of seismic intensity (generally only H I ≥ 1.5), drift /h values analysed and reported in the figures could be underestimated.
Significant differences in terms of max IDR -SI between the considered types can be noted. Globally, more remarkable differences are due to infill panels and their distribution, but it needs to be highlighted that significant differences have been found due to the different numbers of storeys. From the analysis of Figure 4 and Figure 5 , it is possible to infer that generally greater displacements are obtained for BF and PF types. For IF types (independent of the number of storeys in the buildings), the absolute max IDR values are smaller, and the dispersion of the data is much lower. Moreover, the growth trend of the max IDR is significantly smaller. Comparable trends can be seen in Old-Code (Figure 4) and Pre-Code types ( Figure 5 ) in relation to the qualitative role of infill and height. Generally, IDR values are higher for Pre-Code types, and the negative role of PF types is more marked.
In the following (Figures 6-8) , the results and discussion are relative to Old-Code types, but it is important to consider that similar trends have also been observed for Pre-Code types regarding the role of infill and building height.
Analysing the data shown in Figures 6-8 , two fundamental results are evident. First, the higher maximum Ductility Ratio (DRmax) values are generally obtained at the first story. Second, higher values are achieved for columns (DRC) rather than beams (DRB). It is interesting to note that for PF types (independent of the number of storeys in the buildings), the DRCmax at first story is always higher than other storeys.
In this work, the following parameters have been also considered in order to achieve the goals reported above: • DBmax: maximum required Ductility in each Beam.
• DCmax: maximum required Ductility Ratio in each Column.
From the above analyses and comments, the Damage Levels-IDR relationship must be considered for each type. Thus, using the presented results, it is possible to define the fundamental Structural Performance levels (based on Ductility Ratio)-Damage Levels-IDR relationship to build FCs. 
Structural Performance Levels and Damage Levels
In order to achieve the main goal, damage levels described in EMS98 [33] have been considered to define structural performance levels (qualitative damage description, Figure 3 ). In EMS98 [33] , the damage levels ranged from DL = 1 (DL1, non-structural damage) to DL = 5 (DL5, collapse). Global performance parameters for a given damage level have been obtained from an update of the damage classification. Different correlations among structural performance levels, damage levels and IDR can be searched. Then, at each condition of lateral deformation, it should associate a limit state reflecting a section yield level (a specified limit for the ductility demand of columns and/or beams). First, relationships between the IDR and other parameters governing the seismic structural performance levels must be defined. In order to simplify the quantification, it is not straightforward to formulate these relationships as a univocal function. Moreover, the peculiarity of RC MRF buildings treated in this work makes it necessary to build a specific damage levels-interstorey drift relationship. This relationship (based on Ductility Ratio obtained from NDLAs) could be mainly defined for each of the different building typologies (BF, IF, PF), different ages and storey numbers. Thus, the damage levels described in EMS98 [33] have been considered to define structural performance levels. In EMS 98, the damage levels range from DL = 1 (DL1, non-structural damage) to DL = 5 (DL5, collapse).
Then, different damage states have been defined, considering the IDR as representative of the structural response. However, it is important to highlight that in this study, different thresholds of IDR have been associated with different typologies, considering their different ductility member levels after their different structural responses. This approach seems to be more appropriate with reference to the seismic capacity of RC buildings considered in this study.
With regard to DL1, this damage level is defined in EMS98 [33] as: "Negligible to slight damage (only No-Structural Damage)". For RC buildings, DL1 is defined as: "fine cracks in plaster over frame members or in walls at the base, fine cracks in partition and infills". DL1 is correlated with global behaviour described as only light damage to the building, with structural elements prevented from significant yielding and retaining their strength and stiffness properties. In terms of structural members, DL1 is assumed, considering that the system remains essentially elastic for this damage level. It should be remarked that in this work, only inter-storey, drift-sensitive, non-structural components have been considered. DL1 has been defined considering an IDR limitation to 0.1%.
In EMS98, the DL = 2 (DL2) and DL = 3 (DL3) damage levels are defined, respectively, as: • "Cracks in columns and beams of frames and in structural walls. Cracks in partition and infill walls; fall of brittle cladding and plaster. Falling mortar from the joints of wall panels".
• "Cracks in columns and beam column joints of frames at the base and at joints of coupled walls. Spalling of concrete cover, buckling of reinforced rods. Large cracks in partition and infill walls, failure of individual infill panels". This difference is a fundamental step in the use of the FCs to build seismic scenarios. DL2 and DL3 cannot be considered to correspond to a single performance level. A fundamental step in the proposed procedures is the quantitative definition of DL2 and DL3. In fact, in this way it is possible to differentiate unusable buildings on long periods (DL3) from those usable after simpler retrofitting or reparation (DL2).
DL4 has been considered when the structure has suffered at least heavy damage, with low residual lateral strength and stiffness. Damage Level 4 is obviously considered hardly, or more often, not repairable. The next step in the procedure is differentiating quantitatively among DL2, DL3 and DL4 in terms of structural performance levels.
The references could be some codes. Various alternatives are possible, and this work has chosen to follow the instructions contained in some codes, such as NTC 2008 [45] , EC8 [46] . In particular, for columns and beams considered as primary components, the deformation for the SD performance level shall not exceed three quarters (75%) of the ultimate value. Instead, if the DL must be considered to minimise cost and repair time for immediate occupancy, for columns and beams considered as primary components, the deformation for the DL shall not exceed 10% -25% of the ultimate value. In addition, the damage levels 4 and 5 defined in EMS98 [33] have been considered as the only damage levels in order to define FCs (DL4 in the following). In the following, a singularity of the equivalent stiffness matrix (that represents an unstable structure) has also been considered as representative of the collapse of the building (DL4). These incomplete analyses result in very large displacements values.
From the above analyses and statements, for each type, the Structural Performance levels (based on Ductility Ratio)-Damage Levels-rift/h relationship has been defined.
The damage states have been defined considering the ductility ratio for only the columns at different yield levels. Damage levels are identified on the basis of the first column that achieves the defined damage state. Based on the above consideration, DL2, DL3 and DL4 have been defined in the following way ( Table 1) .
Fragility Curves
Generally, performance levels are defined from a given demand parameter or from a damage quantitative definition. In this study, as widely discussed in the previous section, a specific relationship between damage levels and drift has been defined. FCs are a representation of the link between the probability of Damage Levels reached at a defined demand. The developed FCs are "Cumulative Distribution Functions" (CDF) defined by the median of the seismic intensity measure, corresponding to the exceeding of a given damage level and the dispersion obtained from the standard deviation of the natural log, obtained from NDLAs. FCs have been built simply as
 . This approach has been frequently used by researchers, and it is robust.
On the basis of the two-parameter log normal distribution function, the FC curve is defined in Equation (1): Φ is the standard normal cumulative distribution function. Concerning the parameters representative of the structural types, 18 FCs have been built. Different FCs have been defined, considering the building age and the role of infill distribution and building height.
The obtained FCs are reported in Figures 9-14 for the considered types. The results show that the lower damage levels are obtained in IF types. The differences between Pre-Code and Old-Code building types have been investigated. It is clear that a significant difference between non structural damage and structural damage exists. This behaviour is particularly important for 4 and 8 storey types. Generally, it is obvious from the previous figures that the PF type is more vulnerable to damage than their corresponding IF and BF types at a given number of stories. The negative effects of Pilotis are more evident with regard to mid to high-rise buildings. Thanks to its stiffness, for Old-Code-2 storey IF type, the damage evolves quickly on higher levels. The results show that the damage levels are higher in Pre-Code PF types rather than in Old-Code types. Lower or negligible differences have been found in IF and BF types.
The fundamental role of infill panel distribution (causing irregularities in elevation) has been highlighted coherently with surveyed damage after recent earthquakes.
Considering the relationship to convert H I into EMS98 [33] intensity (see Chiauzzi et al. [5] ), FCs can be used in large scale loss scenarios. Moreover, FCs can be defined on the basis of each of the seismic parameters, considering the seismic input selection. Thus, it is easy to compare different approaches to estimate the vulnerability of the buildings. 
Conclusion and Remarks
In this paper, a procedure to develop analytical FCs for MRF RC buildings is presented. In seismic risk mitigation policies, FCs must be defined considering also the different territorial scales that are studied. FCs must be defined considering also the repair/retrofitting costs. Therefore, FCs will be defined considering an economic point of view, which requires that the higher level of economic losses be adequately captured. Alternative performance definitions must be proposed to establish risk and cost-related losses.
In this paper, FCs are defined considering seismic risk mitigation policy needs at different territorial scales. The investigated buildings can be considered low engineered buildings, pre seismic code or old seismic code.
In literature, there are very interesting works on the seismic vulnerability of different typologies of buildings. Generally, FCs have been derived from post-earthquake or expertise data. Unfortunately, due to lack of data the provided, results might be grossly misleading. For this reason, this approach needs to be supplemented by numerical analyses.
Several other studies are based on numerical analyses. These studies have been often carried out on the basis of push-over analysis. This method is generally less accurate than Non Linear Dynamic Analyses (NDLAs) considered in the present work. On the basis of NDLAs, the specific limits have been defined for each building type analyzed. Specific relationships between damage level (qualitative) and damage status (quantitative) have been defined for each considered types. Each damage level has been quantitatively defined through limit values of local demand parameters on structural members. Subsequently, the correlation between local and global failure has been established. Then, the proposed method has used IDR as global performance indicator; it is dependent on parameters governing the seismic structural performance levels.
A new relationship among structural performance, damage levels and IDR for each studied type has been introduced, which is calibrated considering the damage levels described in EMS98 [33] .
Finally, FCs have been obtained considering Housner intensity, but other seismic intensity parameters could be easily used in order to compare this study with others studies; FCs can be easily defined considering different seismic intensity measures. Considering the relationship to convert H I into EMS98 [33] intensity (see Chiauzzi et al. [5] ), FCs have been used in large-scale loss scenarios.
These are the specialties of this study which puts it in a different path when compared to the other published works.
It is to be noted that FCs have been defined considering some characteristics that could be easily surveyed [6] or obtained from the available information (for example, census survey, ISTAT [38] ). Thus, the proposed procedure is applicable in large-scale vulnerability studies. Moreover, FCs have been obtained considering the Housner intensity, but other seismic intensity parameters could be easily used in order to compare this study with others studies. Considering the relationship to convert H I into EMS98 intensity, FCs has been used in large-scale loss scenarios [8] .
In seismic risk mitigation policies, FCs must be defined considering the repair/retrofitting costs. FCs could be defined considering an economic point of view, which requires that the higher level of economic losses be adequately captured. For example, in Dolce et al. 2006 , a methodology for the evaluation of economic losses has been presented. This methodology is based on the repair cost conditional upon the suffered damage level and the building type. An economic damage index , r r C (relative repair cost) was evaluated, equal to the ratio of the cost of repair to the cost of replacing the building.
It is concluded that defining an accurate tool for seismic reduction strategies is essential for accurate structural performance analysis. The consequent procedure can be applied with a good approximation at databases of European RC buildings. This matter has great importance. Moreover, the results of analytically simulated analyses are relevant to supplement other procedures based on empirical formulation that generally has been calibrated on observed behaviour and damage data surveyed after earthquakes.
